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A bicylinder is the intersection of two equal right circular cylinders whose axes intersect at right
angles. Archimedes says in his Method that the volume of the bicylinder is two-thirds of the vol-
ume of the cube whose edge is equal to the diameter of the cylinders. The surface area of the bi-
cylinder is also two-thirds of the surface area of this cube. I argue that this result was known to
Archimedes. C© 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
Een bicylinder is de doorsnede van twee gelijke rechte cylinderswaarvan de grondvlakken cirkels zijn
en de assen elkaar loodrecht snijden. Archimedes zegt in zijn Methode dat de inhoud van de bicylinder
gelijk is aan twee derde maal de inhoud van de kubus met zijde de diameter van de cylinders. De
oppervlakte van de bicylinder is ook gelijk aan twee derde maal de oppervlakte van deze kubus. Ik
beargumenteer dat dit resultaat aan Archimedes bekend was. C© 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
MSC subject classification 01A20.
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In the preface to the Method,1 Archimedes mentions the solid of intersection of two
equal right circular cylinders whose axes intersect at right angles. This solid is now called
a bicylinder or Steinmetz solid.2 If d is the diameter of each of the circular cylinders, the
volume of the bicylinder is 23d
3, which is a surprising formula because π does not occur
in it. Archimedes gives the equivalent3 formula in the second theorem in the preface to the
Method. He inscribes the two cylinders in a cube (whose edge is equal to the diameter d of
the cylinders), and he then expresses the volume of the resulting bicylinder as two-thirds of
the volume of this circumscribed cube (see Fig. 1):
If in a cube a cylinder be inscribed which has its bases in the opposite parallelograms (i.e., squares)
and touches with its surface the remaining four planes, and if there also be inscribed in the same cube
another cylinder which has its bases in other parallelograms and touches with its surface the remaining
four planes, then the figur bounded by the surfaces of the cylinders, which is within both cylinders, is
two-thirds of the whole cube. [Heath 1912 suppl., 12–13]
1 The Method exists in a unique 10th-century manuscript which was discovered in Istanbul around 1900,
disappeared in the 1920s, and has come to light again in 1998; see for some results of modern research [Netz,
Saito, & Tchernetska 2001].
2 The solid is probably named after Charles Proteus Steinmetz (1865–1923). I have not been able to trace the
history of the term “Steinmetz solid.”
3 Archimedes did not consider the surface area and volume of a solid as (real) numbers.
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FIGURE 1
Archimedes adds: “The proofs then of these theorems I have written in this book and now
send to you (i.e., Eratosthenes)” [Heath 1912 suppl., 13], referring to the theorem on the
bicylinder and his f rst theorem on the cylinder hoof, which will be cited below. Archimedes
must have proved the theorem on the bicylinder in the last part of the Method, which is now
lost.
The surface of the same bicylinder is 4d2, that is to say, two-thirds of the surface area of
the circumscribed cube.4 One is reminded of Archimedes’ famous theorem inOn the Sphere
and Cylinder I:34, to the effect that the volume and surface area of a sphere are two-thirds
of the volume and of the total surface area of a circumscribed cylinder, respectively [Heath
1912, 43]. Archimedes considered this theorem his greatest discovery, and the sphere with
circumscribed cylinder was engraved on his tomb [Dijksterhuis 1987, 32].
In a corollary to Proposition 2 of the Method, Archimedes says that he found the surface
area of the sphere from its volume as follows: “judging from the fact that any circle is equal
to a triangle with base equal to the circumference of the circle, I apprehended that, in like
manner, any sphere is equal to a cone with base equal to the surface and height equal to
the radius” [Heath 1912 suppl., 20–21]. This passage suggests that he saw the circle as an
aggregate of inf nitesimal triangles with vertex at the center and bases on the circumference,
and the sphere as an aggregate of inf nitesimal cones with apices the center of the sphere
and bases on the surface. [Aaboe & Berggren, 1996] have argued that Archimedes viewed
some other solids in On the Sphere and Cylinder, Book I, as aggregates of inf nitesimal
cones in similar ways.
The surface area of the bicylinder can also be found by this kind of reasoning. The
bicylinder can be seen as an aggregate of inf nitesimal cones or pyramids with bases on
one of the four cylindrical surfaces and vertex at the center C of the cube. One of these
cones has been drawn in Fig. 2. The base of each inf nitesimal cone or pyramid is in a
plane tangent to one of the two cylinders. Therefore the height of each cone or pyramid is
4 I accidently found this result when preparing a calculus exam. See [Marsden & Tromba 1996, 429–441] for
the modern method of computation.
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FIGURE 2
the constant distance 12d between C and any tangent plane to one of the cylinders. Thus, the
bicylinder has the same volume as a single pyramid with base equal to the surface area of
the bicylinder and height 12d . Since the volume of the bicylinder is
2
3d
3 = 13 · d2 · 4d2, the
surface area of the bicylinder is in modern terms 4d2, Q.E.D.5 Thus, Archimedes could have
found the surface area of the bicylinder in the same way as the surface area of the sphere.
The question now arises whether Archimedes actually knew the mathematical equivalent
of the fact that the surface area of the bicylinder is 4d2. Before answering this question, I re-
view the puzzling relationship between the bicylinder and another solid, which [Dijksterhuis
1987, 331] calls the “cylinder hoof.” To obtain a cylinder hoof, we intersect a cylinder by
a plane passing through any diameter in the circular base. The cylinder hoof is the solid
enclosed by the intersecting plane, half of the base circle (bisected by the diameter), and
the cylindrical surface. Fig. 3 displays the cylindrical surface and the base of a cylinder
hoof, with the bisecting diameter PCQ. The volume of the hoof is in modern terms 16d2h,
where d is the diameter of the base circle and h the height of the hoof. This formula is
again remarkable because π does not occur in it. Archimedes presents the mathematical
equivalent as the f rst theorem in the preface to the Method:
If in a right prismwith a parallelogrammic base a cylinder be inscribedwhich has its bases in the opposite
parallelograms (i.e., squares) and its sides on the remaining planes of the prism, and if through the center
of the circle which is the base of the cylinder and (through) one side of the square in the plane opposite
to it a plane be drawn, the plane so drawn will cut off from the cylinder a segment which is bounded by
two planes and the surface of the cylinder, one of the two planes being the plane which has been drawn
and the other the plane in which the base of the cylinder is, and the surface being that which is between
the said planes; and the segment cut off from the cylinder is one sixth part of the whole prism. [Heath
1912 suppl., 12]
5 Instead of this computation, Archimedes could have argued as follows: The cube has the same volume (d3) as
a pyramid with base equal to the surface area of the cube (6d2) and height half the edge of the cube ( 12d). Since
the heights of the two pyramids are the same, the ratio between them (i.e., their volumes) is equal to the ratio
between their bases. Thus, the ratio 2 : 3 between the volumes of the bicylinder and the circumscribing cube is
also the ratio between their surface areas, Q.E.D.
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FIGURE 3
Archimedes proves this theorem in Propositions 11–14 of the Method [Heath 1912
suppl., 36–44]. The only extant manuscript of the Method breaks off in the middle of
Proposition 14.
[Heiberg & Zeuthen 1906, 357] pointed out that the bicylinder can be divided into eight
cylinder hoofs by four planes through line PCQ in Fig. 2, that is, the line through the center
of the cube perpendicular to the axes of the two cylinders. Two of these division planes are
parallel to two of the sides of the cube, and the two other division planes pass through the
edges parallel to PCQ; compare Fig. 2 with Fig. 3. The height of these eight cylinder hoofs
is h = 12d , with a the edge of the cube, so from the volume of the cylinder hoof, we f nd
the volume of the bicylinder as 8 · 16 · 12d3 = 23d3.
The following passages from the Method suggest that Archimedes knew this division of
the bicylinder into cylinder hoofs. After mentioning the volumes of the cylinder hoof and
the bicylinder in his f rst and second theorems, Archimedes says that “each of the present
f gures bounded by two planes and surfaces of cylinders is found to be equal to one of the
solid f gures bounded by planes” [Heath 1912 suppl., 13, italics mine]. The bicylinder is
bounded by surfaces of cylinders only, not by planes. The italicized passage is therefore
best explained by assuming that Archimedes thought of the bicylinder as a sum of cylinder
hoofs. In the end of the preface, Archimedes states that “I am myself in the position of
having f rst discovered the theorem now to be published” [Heath 1912 suppl., 13, italics
mine]. The fact that he refers to one theorem,6 not to two, also suggests that he considered
the volumes of the cylinder hoof and the bicylinder as resulting from one theorem.
Thus, the question arises of why Archimedes paid special attention to the bicylinder. This
may have been for the trivial reason that the bicylinder is bounded by curved surfaces only.
There may, however, have been a less trivial reason as well. Immediately after stating the
theorems on the volumes of the cylinder hoof and the bicylinder, Archimedes expresses his
amazement in the following passage:
Now these theorems differ in character from those communicated before; for we compared the f gures
then in question, conoids and spheroids and segments of them, in respect of size, with f gures of cones
6 I have checked Heath’s translation with the Greek; see [Heiberg 1910–1915 III, 430].
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and cylinders: but none of these f gures have yet been found to be equal to a solid f gure bounded by
planes; whereas each of the present f gures bounded by two planes and surfaces of cylinders (the cylinder
hoof and the bicylinder) is found to be equal to one of the solid f gures bounded by planes [Heath 1912
suppl., 12–13].
The conoids and spheroids and their segments are solids of revolution, whose volumes all
involve the number π in modern terms; Archimedes proved that they are equal in volume
to cylinders and cones. On the other hand, the cylinder hoof and bicylinder are equal in
volume to “solid f gures bounded by planes,” namely, one-sixth of a circumscribing prism
d2h and two-thirds of the circumscribing cube d3. The curved surface area of the bicylinder
is also equal in area to a plane f gure with straight sides, which can be constructed by ruler
and compass from the given diameter d of the cylinder (for example, as the square with
side 2d). However, the surface of the cylinder hoof consists of the curved part with area dh
plus the two plane parts with areas 18πd
2 and 18πd
√
d2 + 4h2. Therefore the total surface
area is not equal to an area which can be constructed by ruler and compass from the given
segments d and h.
If we assume that Archimedes knew the surface area of a bicylinder, we can now explain
the presence of the bicylinder in the Method. Archimedes would have been amazed by the
fact that the surface area of the bicylinder is equal to a plane area which can be constructed
by ruler and compass from the diameter of the cylinders. The surface area of the cylinder
hoof does not have this amazing property, and thus there was ample reason for him to pay
special attention to the bicylinder. We need not be worried by the fact that the surface area
of the bicylinder is not mentioned in the preface to the Method. Archimedes discussed the
surface area of the sphere not in the preface to theMethod but in the corollary to Proposition
2, quoted above. Thus, he probably mentioned the surface area of the bicylinder in a similar
passage in the lost f nal part7 of the work.
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